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Spiritual, Humanist, Buddhist and religious ceremonies

An example of a typical ceremony
my welcome and introduction,
the gift of the bride, (who gives this woman’s hand etc)
a few words about why you wish to marry,
a poem or a reading,
vows of commitment to each other,
the blessing of, then the gift of rings to each other,
the couple perform their favoured ritual (see web site)
announcement of your marriage,
signing and witnessing the certiﬁcate
a second poem or reading,
blessing of the marriage,
my personal blessing to conclude,
The ceremony will generally take approximately 30 - 40 minutes, depending upon what
you choose as content.

Included is a simple Order of Service for each of your guests, and a beautiful
Certiﬁcate of Commitment for you to record your vows and promises.

Hedley Paul is the foremost celebrant on Ibiza.
Born in Cornwall, and having a Celtic heritage that
dates back to pre-christian times he has a strong
natural empathy with, and is ‘in touch’ with the
subtle energy and spirituality of Ibiza.
He is currently in a very busy ‘retirement’, having spent a lifetime teaching
and lecturing adults across an incredibly diverse range of subjects.
He loves delivering, spiritual religious and humanist ceremonies to couples, and
seeing the change that it can bring about in them.
His comment.... “If I see tears, I know I’m reaching their hearts” may
seem a little odd, but the tears are always of joy and happiness.
He is thoroughly professional in his approach to, and delivery of
ceremonies. ”I have adult children of my own, - how would I wish them
to be treated?” That sums up the person and his ethos.
Every one of his ceremonies is bespoke; he consults personally with each
couple, thereby ensuring that the ceremony is their particular dream.
He encourages input from family and friends, children too as ring bearers,
page boys, ﬂower girls and bridesmaids.

Fees:

To plan with you & create the ceremony, rehearse with you, act as host
and deliver the ceremony: 2019 £600
Renewal of Vows: 2019 £525
Providing a Roland professional PA sound system, including up to four
microphones and an iPod for your music: 2019 £150
Small Bose bluetooth speaker (use your own phone) : 2019 £25
Please note that if additional services are provided, extra costs are incurred, or if the
ceremony is on Formentera, the price will of course be higher.

His ceremonies include various cheerful anecdotes about the island,
explaining why it is such a very special place, and how the vitality and
subtle energy it exudes makes your wedding so special.
A measure of his professionalism, he has available his own powerful
Roland PA system, self powered so it can be used on a beach or in the
countryside. That ensures all guests fully enjoy the ceremony and
accompanying music.
While Hedley Paul’s ﬁrst language is English, he can arrange supporting
speakers in various other languages.
Hedley Paul pays no endorsement fees or commissions for recommendations, so all recommendations are
based on merit. Ask your wedding planner if Hedley Paul is not on the list of celebrants they provide.

